Title of Special Initiative:
Report Title:
Integrated Approach to Productive Forage Stands
Report Covering Period: April 1, 2017- March 31, 2018
Organization(s):
Peace River Forage Association of BC
Address:
Box 265, Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4G7
Contact Person:
Tara Holmes, Treasurer or
Telephone:
(250) 329-7220
Email:
tara@grassfedmeat.ca
_______________________________________________________________________
Objectives:
1) Adopt training protocols to successfully train livestock graze Canada thistle on pastureland
2) Conduct an economic analysis of using livestock as weed managers, including a cost/benefit analysis comparing the cost
to train livestock versus the benefits achieved.
3) Determine how Canada thistle responds to grazing pressure in a conventional and intensive management system (i.e.
frequency of grazing, timing of grazing)
4) To share information on the study findings with producers though factsheets, video compilations, newsletter articles and
websites.
.
Accomplishments: (see table below for more details)
.
Detailed Work Plans with Progress, Time Frames, Deliverables & Status
Item
Year 1
1
1.1

Project Activity

Time Frame
2017/2018

Deliverable

Team

Project set up

Sept 2017

Project Reporting
Administration

March 31, 2018

Sutherlands, Fossum, Rainey,
Davidson, Lasser
Complete
Complete

Julie Robinson
Sandra Burton
Julie Robinson
Chris Thomson, Bill Wilson,
Tara Holmes, Julie Robinson

Complete

1.2
1.3
1.4
Year 1
2.1

Project Activity
Livestock training

Time Frame

Deliverable
Retraining and training complete on
4 groups of livvestock
Evaluated cost and benefit of
training, in training manual
Some completed utilizing BRIX
testing and worked with UAV to
determine scale of monitoring
Rainey, Sutherland, Davidson

Team
Olivia Montero
Erin Maxfield
Julie Robinson
Bill Wilson
Julie Robinson

Status
Complete

Olivia Montero
Erin Maxfield
Matthias Loeseken
James Hegarty
Julie Robinson

Complete

2.2
2.3

2.4

Economic
Analysis
Forage Quality
Analysis
Plot Monitoring

Tasks in progress: everything in project tis complete
Extension and Communication:
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Status

Complete
Complete

Complete
Complete

3
3.1

Communication
Factsheets

Time Frame
March 31, 2018

Deliverable
2 Factsheets:
108 Using Livestock for Weed
Management 7 day schedule
109 Brix values and Forages
Training Manual
30 second animated video introducing
concept, advertisement

3.2

Video Compilation

March 31, 2018

3.3

Website Updates

June 2017, Sept 2017,
Dec 2017, March 2018

Quarterly updates

3.4

Newsletter Articles

3 contributions to Newsletter

3.5

Knowledge Transfer
Days

May 2017, October 2017,
Jan 2018
June 2017, Sept 2017

3.6

Support New Uptake

March 31, 2018

Correspond with interested producers
and support development of training

80 person tour at Tess Davidosn cooperator
30 person field day discussing weed
management

Team
Olivia Montero
Shelley Kirk
Julie Robinson

Status
Complete

Eagle Vision
Julie Robinson
Kari Bondaroff
Sandra Burton
Julie Robinson

Complete

Olivia Montero
Julie Robinson
Julie Robinson
Bill Wilson
Sandra Burton
Olivia Montero
Erin Maxfield
Oscar Omidian
James Hegarty
Olivia Montero
Julie Robinson

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Finances: (See attached summary Income and expense report).
Variances from original work plan, schedule or budget:
Used summer student staff in addition to contractor to increase efficiencies for project delivery. Actual
contractor and staff $55,763= budgeted contractor $55,750.
Underspent in 2.1, 2.2. 2.3, 3.5, 3,6. Did less forage analysis and spent more time on doing UAV work
and understanding large scale monitoring on crown lands, with limited success.
Travel Column overspent $2,604 more was spend on travel than budgeted due to more site visits than
expected during monitoring to work out UAV, impacts of grazing and challenges with training on crown
land.
Other column. Admin costs were budgeted in wrong column, so I fixed it in the report.
Revenue - the ministry support was redirected to another PRFA project, so IAF stepped in and was
willing to fund more of the project, offsetting BC Government, BDU and some producer cash portions.
Short Term Indicators of Success:
Short term indicators of success:
 Livestock were successfully trained to graze Canada thistle on pasture sites were monitored for
thistle populations and the results indicated significant decrease in thistle populations exposed
to trained cattle
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A cost/benefit analysis was completed and used as a tool for producers to determine the best
way to manage invasive
plants on their operations. It indicated that the training saw best results when paired with
rotational grazing system
User friendly resources were created including one advertisement video for training livestock
and a training manual summarizing PRFA findings over 3 years. Also 2 fact sheets were
completed in this project to provide further how-to guidance that will enable producers to train
livestock at their home operations.

Long Term Indicators of Success:
 Producers beyond project cooperators begin to train livestock to utilize weed by utilizing
resource materials created
during the project. 2018 several producers have expressed interest in completing training on
their livestock this summer
 Increased utilization of nutritious forage resources on pasture and an opportunity for increased
AUM allocations – this project saw livestock on range begin to utilize Canada Thistle further
monitoring would be needed to assess how prevalent this trend is.

Summary comments, conclusions:
Project setup and liaison with cooperators – established working group
- met with 6 producers to training
-met with directors to project layout
Training livestock to graze weeds – 4 producers sites
1. Monitor Thistle populations – 2 sites had continuous monitoring
- 2 sites had one site visit after grazing
- went to 2 sites over 7 times for training and monitoring purposes
2. Training Manual for producers was developed to include economics, 3 years of data
accumulation, and “How to” instructions for the novice
Plot Monitoring was followed up on 6 sites, with multiple visits to some. Extensive UAV work was
completed to see if thistles could be identified spatially using NIR (near-infra-red), and other filters. It
was determined at this time that only during bloom would nay level of detection be possible and if
alfalfa was blooming at the same time, then current technologies would not enable detection. NIR
could work regarding biomass levels, but only is useful if done before and after grazing, then it could
detect areas that were grazed. This was done most effective with precision elevation modeling than
NIR feedback though. Still lots to understand around using spatial tools as monitoring tools. Forage
quality analysis was not completed to the level initially planned, ended up doing more training,
monitoring and networking to increase uptake, buy-in and understanding of initiative.
Economic Analysis – reviewed economic implications for producers of weed control. And shared the
results with various producer extension events. UAV work was used to determine if it was a tool for
monitoring, more details below in plot monitoring.
Workshop – tour with sites visits that talked about training and showed monitoring and results over 80
people attended in June 2017 and in September field day with 30 people discussed forage utilization
and livestock training.
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This project is getting good interest across the region. It compliments rotational grazing management
systems well. Producers are seeing animals consuming more variety of forages after training, even
plants they were not trained on. Crown land situations has limited success without stocking density
management. The cows will not avoid the new plant but free range and too much choices usually
means they continue to use the landscape in a traditional manner, spending time in favorite spots which
may not coincide with targeted species. Crown land continues to be a challenge to quantify the scope
of the issue and the multiple values of uses are often at odds with each other. Increasing weed
consumption may also see some trees target which would be an undesired outcome if there is also a
timber lease holder on the same piece of land.
Next Step –
Pairing this with rotational grazing managements
Better understanding weed species response to grazing, answering the question would the grazing
need to ensue for 2 years or 5 years. Also answering the question are we seeing suppression or
elimination from the land base with grazing. This project showed us that Canada Thistle can be
suppressed with 1-2 years of trained cattle grazing, but we are not sure how long those results will last?
Toxin assessments of main weed target species to determine nitrates/oxalates etc accumulations
patterns are something that can be target at low times as research has indicated in the states. We are
just unsure what the regions toxin cycles may be.
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R & D Report: Current Project Updates
by Glenn Hogberg, Julie Robinson & Sandra Burton

Forage Starting Over Do’s & Don’ts
Year: 1 of 3
Project Lead: Julie Robinson (Blackbird)
Director Lead: Jackie Thiessen &
Darryl Kroeker

Funders: PRAD, IAF, Shell Canada, Encana
Details: This project will explore innovative
ideas to establish forages in the Peace Region.
It includes:
 evaluating cover crops (the benefits & risks),
 timing of seeding (including frost seeding),
 use of soil amendments (including manure,
compost, pulp slurry)
 forage mixtures.
This project will include 2 research case studies:
1. timing of seeding, winter vs spring.
2. cover crops and their impact on forage stand
establishment.

Seeding plot Dec 2017 near Butler Ridge, Hudson Hope.

This photo shows the highest seeding rate of 60 lbs / acre
that was being demonstrated on a Progress Energy plot.

Forage stand late fall vs spring seeding: Timothy was seeded in
the late fall of 2012 & spring 2013. The late fall seeding
(November 2012) definitely outshone the spring seeding for the
first 3 years in terms of production.
The project also includes 3 demonstration case studies
evaluating current forage establishment practices with
new practices.
1. cover crop demonstration looking at seeding rates
and timing of seeding.
2. soil amendments such as pulp mill slurry, chopped
straw, compost, rates and recommend new
standard practices.
3. legume mix demonstration
Reclamation evaluations completed on over 10 sites
for longer term effectiveness evaluation. Biomass
clippings have been completed on several sites to see
how production rates are from various seedings.
Interesting spring observations: some species are less
competitive and allow natural reclamation to slowly
take place over time, while bromegrasses & alfalfa
prevent encroachment.
Cooperators & Sites: Shell Canada, Encana, Charlie
& Else Walker, Jodi, John & Patt Kendrew, Fred & Liz
Schneider, Pat Ryan, Glenn & Ann Hogberg.
Updates:
 Articles in Forage First Fall 2017 & Winter 2018
newsletter.
 Updates during Encana summer 2017 tour & at AGM
Sept 22, 2017.
 Established winter seeding site in cooperation with
Progress Energy, north of Hudson Hope.
 More seeding is planned for this winter.
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R & D Report continued
by Glenn Hogberg, Julie Robinson & Sandra Burton

Integrated Approach to Productive Forage Stands
Using Livestock
Term: 1 year project
building on 2 years prior Teaching Livestock to Eat Weeds
Project Lead: Julie Robinson
Director Lead: Ron Buchanan

Funding Partners: PRAD, PRRD, BC Agri, Peace River Regional
Cattlemen’s Association, Beef Cattle Development Fund, IAF of BC.

The challenges of managing a colonial
plant like Canada Thistle: If a producer is
not able to graze the whole family, the
plant is able to reallocate nutrients from
outside the fence to sustain the plants
being grazed inside the fence. We have
learned that long term control is difficult
and more challenging, if all parts of the
plant are not being managed.

Details: This project works with local producers to develop their
integrated pest management strategies using livestock grazing as a
tool. It is adapting training protocols to successfully train livestock to
graze invasive weeds on pastureland. Benchmarks are being
monitored to determine Canada thistle response to grazing pressure
in different management systems. An economic evaluation of costs
& benefits will also be part of this project.
This year we are focusing on sharing long term management
strategies for plants like Canada thistle and poplars who can
reproduce via tillers, seed. The tiller network means when managing
these plants, you need to think 3 to 5 years out. Year one can
control top growth, year 2 deplete tillers, and year 3 onwards one
can start to see control. Remember that one leafy plant means
sunlight collected for the whole tiller family!

Cooperators: Tess & Howard Davidson, Chuck & Pat
Sutherland, Charlie Lasser, Rainey Ranch, Kari Bondaroff,
Brette Madden & Craig Fossum, Marty & Talon Gauthier.
Updates:
 Tour stop at Tess & Howard Davidsons June 2017.
 Updates in Forage First Fall 2017 & Winter 2018
 Discussions at September 2017 AGM & Board of
Directors meeting October 2017.
 A couple of videos to share the story of teaching livestock
to utilize alternate forages (invasive plants) in pastures
and ranges. (available by spring 2018).

Canada thistle after 2 years, Purdue University - Two years underground growth of Canada thistle from original one foot of root, showing
the colonial root growth that makes managing thistle so difficult.
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Plants and grazing - helps illustrate how more
intensive and frequent grazing affects plants growth.
Keeping in mind the health of the plants you do want
on the site.

R & D Report continued
by Glenn Hogberg, Julie Robinson & Sandra Burton

Improving Productivity & Profitability of Forages

Year: 1 of 3 years
Project Lead: Sandra Burton
Director Lead: Tara Holmes & Glenn Hogberg

Gordon Lazinchuk seeding AC Bruce
Funding Partners: Peace Region Forage Seed Association, birdsfoot trefoil plot in fall 2017.
South Peace Grain, Blackbird Environmental, UNBC, DU, PRAD,
Investment Agriculture Fdn of BC, Business Knowledge &
Adaptation Fund.
Details: This project uses a systems approach to identify nutrient
management & cropping practices that are more productive and
profitable. Three types of demos are being set up & evaluated:
 alternative non bloating legume production options,
 improved manure handling,
 improved nutrient cycling through winter feeding or grazing.
A key question is: are these innovative practices good for the soils
and forages? We are working with Bill McGill of UNBC to evaluate a
Soil Quality Field Kit. We are also working with Julie Robinson &
Matthias Loeseken of Blackbird Environmental to map the forage
Freddy Schneider seeded 2 different
response & extent of the effect of the improved practice. We will be
evaluating other decision assist tools such as the Forage Seeding mixtures of sainfoin/alfalfa/ grasses in a
demo in spring of 2017. Results from
Web Tool & Grazing Planners.
these plots are of interest to the Higher
Another key component is an evaluation to complete a cost benefit Legume Pasture with Sainfoin Project
analysis of each innovation in the context of the ranching or farming
coordinated by AB Agric & ARECA.
operation. A holistic, decision making approach will team up Greg
Tegart with farm cooperators & researchers throughout the process.
Cooperators for Demos

Location

Focus

Innovative Practice

Fred & Liz Schneider

Pouce Coupe

Alternate legume

Sainfoin for grazing

Andrew & Brian Clarke

Baldonnel

Alternate legume

Birdsfoot trefoil rejuvenating hayland

Gordon & Brenda Lazinchuk

Bessborough

Alternate legume

Birdsfoot trefoil for both hay and grazing

Stan & Shirley Smithard

Sunset Prairie

Nutrient management

Composting manure

Tara Holmes & Ben Harrington

Siphon Creek

Nutrient management

Managed grazing

Rob Larson & Sharon Lewis

Rose Prairie

Nutrient management

Winter feeding & winter grazing rosebush

Cooperators for Soil Quality

Location

Focus

Innovative Practice

Jodi Kendrew

Pouce Coupe

Initial bench marks

Improved grazing practices

Craig Fossum & Brette Madden McLeod

Initial bench marks

Improved grazing practices

Tobin Dirks

Soil quality report

Added clover to the creeping red fescue rotation

Flatrock

Updates:
.
 Project & 2 cooperators featured during summer Tour on June 15, 2017.
 Updates at Board of Directors meetings in May, June, Nov, at AGM and with lead directors.
 Updates in Forage First Fall 2017 & Winter 2018 newsletters.
 2 delegates to attend the Canadian Forage & Grasslands Conference in Guelph, ON in Nov 2017.
 2 delegates to speak at Western Canadian Conference on Soil Health & Grazing, Edmonton, AB, Dec.
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PRFA Rentals
By Bill Wilson, Rick Kantz, Stan Smithard, Art Seidl

Water Pumps & Pipe

Contact People:
Rick Kantz, Montney & North Peace
Stan Smithard, Sunset Prairie area
Art Seidl, Tomslake area
Rates: $500 per day & for 1st mile of pipe for
members. For other fees see: http://
www.peaceforage.bc.ca/water_pumping.html
Details: The water pump system was rented out
only once last year, but this is a service for
members that is highly valued in drier years.

Manure Spreader

Contact People:
Rick Kantz, North Peace
Art Seidl, South Peace
Rates: $225 / day for members or
$275 / day for non members
Details: This vertical beater spreader is often in
high demand every fall. It was rented out for 5
days in the last fiscal year, was rented out 13
days this summer & is currently being rented in
the North Peace.

Tree Planter

Pasture Plough

Tree Plastic Mulch Spreader

Feed Sampling Probes

Contact Person: Bill Wilson
Rates: $75 / day for members or
$100 / day non members
Details: This tractor pulled tree planter efficiently
plants tree & shrub seedlings in rows. There has
recently been a resurgence of interest in using it.
Contact Person: Bill Wilson
Rates: $75 / day for members or
$100 / day non members
Plus cost of plastic if PRFA is supplying it.
Details: PRFA is currently looking into buying the
plastic to make it easier for members renting this
equipment to mulch/ control weeds around their
tree plantings.

Contact Person: Bill Wilson
Rates: $100 / day for members or
$150 / day for non members
Details: This equipment has not been rented in
recent years but is considered an asset by those
who have rented it to put in seasonal water pipe.
Contact People:
Bill Wilson, South Peace
Sandra Burton, North Peace
Rates: $10 per day for members
Details: The feed and silage probes are rented
frequently in the fall. It is important to bring the
probe back as soon as possible so other
members can rent it.

Membership & Communications with Members Report
by Chris Thomson, Sandra Burton, Carolyn Derfler & John Kendrew
Membership Contact: Chris Thomson
Communications Lead: Sandra Burton
Director Lead: John Kendrew
# Members: Currently 158 (Jan 2, 2018). Ranges from 100
to 175. Circulation of info to paid up members & Friends of
Forage/ PR associated members: 215.
Output: 3 issues of the Forage First newsletters published &
circulated per year. Forage Factsheets compiled within each
R & D project are copied, circulated to members & posted
on website. Since 2000, 107 Forage Facts have been
published to date, with several more in progress.
Bi-weekly updates to website, Facebook page &/or Friends
of Forage Group.
Updates: Membership & Communications updates with
financial status provided at Board meetings, as requested.
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There were 5 Forage Facts about various topics
published during the last fiscal year; and 5 more
are scheduled to be done in the current year.

